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Is It A Spacecraft?
It came to my attention that there was a very
large shadow that seemed to be moving over
the surface of the earth. This shadow was
being picked up in pictures that were being
received by satellite and also could be seen
on Google Earth. I wondered if this was the
large spacecraft that was being predicted for
appearing in October and so I asked for
more information concerning this.
Carolyn Evers

No, this is not the Galactic Federation sending
their ships to earth. Rather it is a probe of the
Galactic Federation. This is unmanned but is
information gathering. The purpose for this is
to do a construct. This is a map of human
consciousness. The purpose for this is to
understand a little better the thoughts,
desires, and long held attitudes about
Supreme Source.
There is the raising of human consciousness
and this can be determined by the amount of
light that is being reflected into the grid
system, however this does not give the
Galactic Federation the sense of what is
contained in the hearts of humanity. We
speak here of those pockets of people that are
not aware of the light.
The Galactic Federation has an understanding
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of where the greatest amount of dark resides as
we can see this as it shows up as a very dark
glue-like substance that hangs over cities and
countries.
You might consider this a testing of sorts. We
want to see just how many people would be
receptive to the message concerning us
showing up in your sky and who might be
open to the workings of ascension. This is a
pulse reading only. This is not a ship of ours.
The Galactic Federation
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Why has there been so much confusion about the October 14th date
whereby it is being said that there will be a great show of space craft
in our skies?
We do not see confusion from our side. The pattern is quite clear. It is the reason
for my first newsletter message to discuss discernment. As you might know, I
had this event and the circumstances surrounding this event in mind when I
made those statements.
It is with a heavy heart that I send this message as it will be a clear shaking of
confidence in not only channelers as such, but those who are your space brothers
and sisters. There have been some energies that have been sent to you and I
might add they were not always by those of the light.
You see my beloveds, there must be more discernment as there will be messages
that will be taken up by many, but will not hold the truth. The reason for this is
that the particles of your space time continuum are breaking up to be rearranged
into a new paradigm.
As many of you are aware, this is called chaos. There are different meanings for
chaos, but in this case the same particles which form your present reality are
being used to form a future reality and simply being rearranged. This breaking
up and rearrangement is confusing for many, not only on your planet, but those
souls who work with you that are contained in the higher levels of existence.
What I see is an appearance of a disconnect. What I mean by this is that the lines
of reality for your world have been cracked like cracks in a sidewalk. This is
because of the new energies coming to your world and also it is the culmination
of what Supreme Source has decreed with regard to the advancement of the
human race.
Therefore, there is a rippling effect and when one follows what appears to be a
time line, there is a separation so that time in your world is now even more
difficult to see the beginning of the energy initiating an action, to the ending of
the energy as it brings manifestation into your world.
What we should say now is to wait for entry into your world for future events.
This is not a time to speculate. Rather than listening to what others have to say
about your reality, concentrate on what you wish to bring forth as your reality.
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What I am saying here is if you want the appearance of your space brothers, then
ask yourself, “Why?” Is it that you feel that you need someone else to SAVE you?
What can someone else do that you, that as a combined energy, you cannot do
for yourselves?
I can use words to explain how you work with each other, but then those words
would require explanation to understand the connection among all people and
events on your planet. What I would rather say is consider bonding and banding
with others in a more constructive manner. As each soul adds their energy and
mind power to the goals of a group, their energy and potential increases
exponentially to complete the pattern, or blueprint, that was created in their
group mind.
When you react individually to the thoughts of others your power is diminished,
allowing yourselves to be open to the control of others. This has been the way of
the past and as we said is old information.
You are Masters in the making. I say this as lovingly as I can, turn inward to
your own abilities. There is such strength there. You hold the keys to your own
kingdom and when you gather with the community’s positive opinions and
positive world opinions, you can manifest what you desire in all of these areas.
The Radiant One, the one you understood to be Jeshua or Jesus, whichever name
you personally understand this Great Being to be, said, “Go within.” This is your
destiny my friends. This is so because your soul as it connects to you also
connects to your soul monad, which in turn has the ability to Surf the Cosmic Net
and bring back to you any information you require.
Turning to others is old information and the old manner to accept control and
domination. You are not the little YOU, you are the part of the much bigger
YOU.
You might feel that I haven’t given you an answer regarding the date of October
14th, but I have. Take what I have said and run it through your own filters. You
see, if you can only think from a different perspective, namely, as creators in
your world, you will then realize that you do not need these predictions. You
only need to know who you are.
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What I will do is have my messenger write a column on Predictions; Their
Potential, and the world of Possibilities and Probabilities. This will give you
even more clarity as to what comes forth in your world.
It is my intention to bring clarity to your lives by pointing the way to Self
Mastery.
I would like to say in ending that your space brothers and sisters work very
diligently behind the scenes. They work on your behalf because they are
committed to your advancement. There will be a time when they will be there so
that you will see them, but the time is not right yet for many reasons. They play a
role in what you call Ascension. It is their opinion as of this moment that the
majority of those in the world are not ready to become aware of them or the
concepts of Ascension.
I will say that the time is approaching Earth and her citizens, when it will be
right for this to unfold. You see, as we view the situation, if this information is
released before the majority of the world is ready for this understanding, it will
cause panic and confusion. It is not the nature of the Galactic Federation to
sponsor panic as that is not an elevating emotion.
Read the message regarding the space probe sent by the Galactic Federation, and
you will notice that your space brothers constantly monitor the belief constructs
of the human race. They will come into view when the people of the world have
released their long held viewpoints that hold them back from coming into their
own self determination. This is important to us; we invite each human being to
step forth to understand their soul, their mastery, and their place in creation. We
will not come forth injecting fear and the need to rely upon us, but rather we are
here to lead you into your experiences that bring growth and expansion of your
sacred soul abilities.
We will also add that there are those who have indeed already seen our
spacecraft. This is because there are contracts between the two of them, those
who man the spacecraft and those who have seen the craft. In these cases the one
who views the craft and are not aware of who they see just haven’t awakened to
their mission yet. You might say that this is their wakeup call. Even in these
instances where there is a contract, your space brothers work on the subtleties of
the mind rather than force their presence upon those who have not awakened to
their mission.
Archangel Metatron
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A Reader Asks: What is the truth about Los Angeles sinking into the
sea before the end of this year and creating massive Tsunamis?
This will not happen. As you know there are many earthquakes, volcanic activity
and storm expansions that will happen. We have discussed this. There was a
slight shift in the core of the Earth back in 1999 because of what is called sunspot
activity. The solar wind stopped for three days and the Earth was imprinted with
energy from Source. Pope John Paul II covers this in his book, Viva Papa. Also
the plate system of your planet is being rejuvenated. All of this has an affect on
Earth’s systems.
There has been a trajectory of change with regard to Earth changes. There is
enough light upon this planet now to balance and change humanity’s path
towards stability.
Let me explain. Earlier in this century, what occurred before 1988 was on a
different trajectory as far as Spiritual Enlightenment is concerned. There were
triggers in place to cause great Earth changes. In effect humanity would be
starting over again in their path towards spiritual structure.
Earth Guardians, or who some call the Elohim have the keys in their hands, so to
speak, to restructure humanity if they are not on a path towards their spiritual
destiny. If there is no hope for advancement, then civilization as you know it can
be wiped out by natural disasters and regrouped so to say. That has always been
a possibility. It is like wiping the slate clean to start over again. This has
happened in the past. All one has to do is to study your history and also the tree
rings of ancient trees, some of them fossilized, to find the truth of what I say.
Scientists have found a correlation between the distance between tree rings
which maps periods of droughts and rainy seasons. These same scientists
overlap the record of these time periods against humanity’s history and compare
this to the rise and fall of civilizations. Because this mapping of human
consciousness has covered such a long period of time, most do not see this
connection. I am taking the time to explain this so you can see that there is a plan
in place to lead humanity to their spiritual roots.
There was a recent change in humanity’s consciousness so that there is now
enough light quotient on this planet to cause a reprieve from a downward spiral
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so to say. It is the light quotient that is the major player here, or holding the role
of change, that determines humanity’s future.
To give you an ancient example, this is what happened in Atlantis. It was a
grand expression of souls who were aligned to Source and eventually the dark
slipped in so that there wasn’t enough light on the planet to hold the status quo.
This is explained in Archangel Michael’s, Earth History, Present, Past and Future.
He presents this information, not as a complete history of Earth, but rather to
explain how the dark infiltrates a planet, along with the ultimate outcome that
ensues when there is not enough light to continue society’s pattern for living.
We say unequivocally that there is enough light present upon your planet to
continue this life stream as it exists today. What will change is the cracking of the
hold of those who wish to challenge humanity with their plan to control life and
their finances and in the process take away the dignity of humanity.
Know that humanity has assistance from the Spiritual Hierarchy and the
Angelic Realm and the ET’s as you call them. This assistance is of a power that
you cannot comprehend. These forces have representatives upon Earth who now
work with them to change this darkness by bringing forth enough light to tip the
scales towards brotherhood and justice which hasn’t been seen since the very
early days of the American Revolution in that country.
In the past, these forces working together have stepped up the tempo of equality
and justice at such moments as when the Magna Carta was brought forth, the
Declaration of Independence and other similar moments of enlightenment upon
the Earth. These moments of justice and compassion did not come forth without
struggle and the demands of the people. People do not usually take that strong
stand unless they have been suppressed for a very long time.
This is the stage that you find yourselves. Humanity has been suppressed for a
long time and they are on the brink of shrugging off the chains that bind them.
They have great assistance now, even more than in the past because of the
energies that have been brought to the planet.
We have worked with the energies that are still coming from the Supernova
1987a. For those of you who do not understand this, I will tell you that this event
was planned by All-There-Is from the moment that the cosmos was created.
There is a plan and that plan entails the rejuvenation of every part of the cosmos
as the Eye of Isis shines its power upon each section of the cosmos in turn. This is
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Earth’s time for this rejuvenation and this is what will make the difference this
time.
What you are hearing about such destruction is old news. This was a possibility
before all of this light came to set up a resonance, or connection, to All-There-Is
in the center of the cosmos.
What should be of concern to you is the emotion of fear. It is fear that will bring
forth what you fear, at least in your life. If too many buy into this fear, it can set
back the plans for the elevation of your planet. Note, I said it can be a set back.
Nothing will change the steady march towards the light and the enlightenment
of humanity.
Metatron: I hold the keys of consciousness between humanity and the higher
dimensions.
Note: Earth History, past present and future and Viva Papa can be found at
www.CarolynEvers.com
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